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Abstract All chemical transport models require an estimation of the vertical distribution of smoke
particles near the source. This study quantitatively examines the strengths and weaknesses of several fire
products for characterizing plume buoyancy and injection heights in the North American boreal forest during
2004–2005. Observations from the Multiangle Imaging Spectroradiometer show that 21% of smoke plumes
are injected more than 500m above the boundary layer (BL500) and 8% exceed 2.5 km above ground level.
Corresponding observations from the Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) show that
probability of injection above the BL500 exceeds 60% for pixel-based fire radiative power (FRPp) values above
~2500MW. Increasing values of subpixel-retrieved fire area and temperature also correspond to higher
injections but only after removing fire pixels with a weak 11μm fire signal and clustering. The probability
of injection above the BL500 reaches 50% when the subpixel radiant flux (FRPf flux) exceeds 20 kW/m2,
highlighting its potential for estimating plume buoyancy. However, these data have limitations similar to
FRPp, where the highest probability of injection corresponds to a small percentage of the data set (5–18%),
and many high-altitude injections occur with lower values. Examinations of individual smoke plumes
highlight the importance of combining pixel-level and subpixel outputs and show that plume injection is also
sensitive to the fire pixel spatial distribution and meteorology. Therefore, an optimal method for predicting
high-altitude injections will require some combination of injection climatology, FRPp, FRPf flux, and
meteorology, but each variable’s importance will depend on fire event characteristics.

1. Introduction

Global wildfire activity burns large tracts of land, releases aerosols and trace gases into the atmosphere,
and produces significant impacts on life, property, air quality, weather, and even the global climate [e.g.,
Randerson et al., 2006; Spracklen et al., 2007; Jordan et al., 2008; Roy et al., 2008]. While the general impacts
from smoke emissions are well recognized, the vertical distribution of wildfire smoke near the source is highly
variable and often difficult to characterize. Many smoke plumes are confined in the boundary layer (BL),
producing localized impacts on visibility and air quality. However, if a plume reaches above the BL, the
atmospheric residence time increases, allowing smoke particles to be transported thousands of miles [e.g.,
Westphal and Toon, 1991; Damoah et al., 2006; Hyer et al., 2007; Duck et al., 2007], affecting the local air
quality in distant locations [e.g., Sapkota et al., 2005; Val Martin et al., 2013; Dempsey, 2013]. Smoke particles
in the free troposphere have been shown to interact with meteorological processes [e.g.,Wang et al., 2006;
Wang et al., 2013] and general cloud microphysics [e.g., Crutzen and Andreae, 1990]. In addition, fire-
generated black carbon particles can be deposited on ice sheets, which reduces the surface albedo,
causing atmospheric warming and increasedmelting [Randerson et al., 2006; Kopacz et al., 2011]. Therefore,
an accurate representation of the vertical profile of smoke particles, especially their maximum altitude
(or injection height), is required to determine whether a given wildfire event will produce localized or
widespread impacts.

Recent observationally based research has shown that 4–48% of North American smoke plumes are injected
into the free troposphere, depending on plume height definition and sample size [Kahn et al., 2007, 2008;
Val Martin et al., 2010, 2012]. This is especially true in the boreal regions, where the majority of smoke
emissions are usually produced by a small fraction of the largest fire events (or blowups), which commonly
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occur over short time periods [Flannigan and Harrington, 1988; Stocks et al., 2002]. Regardless of location, all
injection heights are driven by the initial buoyancy of the smoke plume [e.g., Freitas et al., 2006, 2007; Rio
et al., 2010], which is highly dependent on fire energetics, including fire front intensity and the size of the
actively burning region [e.g., Lavoue et al., 2000; Val Martin et al., 2012]. Smoke particles will only reach the
free troposphere when enough buoyancy has been generated to overcome the stable region at the top of
the BL. Smoke particles then become concentrated at discrete layers of increased atmospheric stability
between the BL and the tropopause [Kahn et al., 2007; Val Martin et al., 2010] but may also reach into the
stratosphere during rare cases of intense pyroconvection [e.g., Fromm et al., 2010]. In addition, the local
biomass type, climate zone, and changes in meteorological conditions play an important role and typically
vary from fire to fire [e.g., Peterson et al., 2010, 2013b]. Therefore, smoke injection heights are actually a
function of geography, meteorological conditions, and fire energetics, all of which are important inputs for
plume rise models.

The complex nature of the injection height problem suggests that accurate modeling of smoke transport will
require detailed plume height observations for every observed fire. Unfortunately, the only two available
satellite sensors that can give an indication of plume height at the global scale have severe limitations in
spatial and temporal coverage. The Cloud-Aerosol Lidar with Orthogonal Polarization (CALIOP) observes only
curtains over a set of north–south lines that are hundreds of kilometers apart, and sees plumes only sparingly
[e.g., Kahn et al., 2008]. Similarly, observations from the Multiangle Imaging Spectroradiometer (MISR) can
only observe a given location once every 2–8 days, and only during the daytime [e.g., Diner et al., 1998; Kahn
et al., 2007, 2008]. As a result, chemical transport models currently use static assumptions about plume
height. Some of the most commonly used are (1) plumes travel upward to a constant injection height based
on an empirical relationship [e.g., Lavoue et al., 2000;Wang et al., 2006], (2) plumes remain well mixed in the
BL [e.g., Reid et al., 2009], (3) plumes are uniformly mixed within the entire troposphere [e.g., Pfister et al.,
2006], or (4) fixed fractions of plumes are released within and above the BL [e.g., Hyer and Chew, 2010]. By
testing several of these assumptions, modeling studies have shown the potential for large biases in transport
outcomes for specific fire events [e.g., Colarco et al., 2004]. Recent comparisons with the available CALIOP
data also show that static assumptions can be systematically biased [e.g.,Wang et al., 2013]. Moreover, static
modeling approaches do not account for effects produced from the buoyancy of the fire.

As an alternative approach, several recent studies have attempted to link smoke emissions and injection
heights to satellite wildfire observations, using sensors that observe global fire activity both day and night [e.g.,
Jordan et al., 2008; Sofiev et al., 2009, 2012; Val Martin et al., 2010, 2012]. For example, the Moderate Resolution
Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) aboard the Terra and Aqua satellites allows the thermal energy of detected
fire pixels to be characterized through fire radiative power (FRP) [Kaufman et al., 1998]. Several recent studies
have shown that FRP is proportional to the fire’s fuel consumption and smoke emission rates [e.g., Wooster,
2002;Wooster et al., 2003, 2005; Ichoku and Kaufman, 2005; Roberts et al., 2005; Ichoku et al., 2008; Jordan et al.,
2008]. Therefore, MODIS FRP data are currently being used for near real-time emissions maps at a global scale
[Kaiser et al., 2012]. Val Martin et al. [2010] further show that fires with a high FRP and weaker atmospheric
stability generally produce higher-altitude smoke plumes and a greater chance of smoke transport into the free
troposphere. However, when aMODIS FRP-based fire buoyancy configuration was implemented in a 1-D plume
rise model, it failed to reproduce the smoke plume heights observed by MISR and had difficulty predicting
which plumes were injected above the BL [Val Martin et al., 2012]. MODIS FRP data are also underestimated in
the presence of thick smoke or cloud cover and are influenced by the fire characteristics, including varying
proportions of smoldering and flaming regions within a given fire pixel [e.g., Kaufman et al., 1998; Kahn
et al., 2007].

A major drawback for interpreting current MODIS FRP data (hereafter FRPp) in terms of fire properties is that
they are estimates of fire radiative power released over a pixel area, varying from 1 km2 at nadir to as much as
8–10 km2 near the scan edge [e.g., Giglio, 2010; Peterson et al., 2013a]. In reality, it is the rate of energy release
over the subpixel fire area that is directly related to the thermal buoyancy [Lavoue et al., 2000; Kahn et al.,
2007], which directly influences the smoke injection height and the transport of smoke plumes into the free
troposphere. Therefore, a calculation of fire radiative power over the subpixel area of active burning (FRPf)
could be a valuable asset to global fire monitoring [e.g., Zhukov et al., 2006; Peterson et al., 2013a] by
providing estimates of the radiant energy flux over the retrieved fire area that in turn relates to the true fire
intensity that drives the rise of smoke plumes [Kahn et al., 2007, 2008]. Recently, a subpixel retrieval of
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instantaneous fire area and
temperature has been developed
specifically for MODIS fire pixels,
allowing large fires burning at low
intensities to be separated from smaller
fires burning at high intensities
[Peterson et al., 2013a; Peterson and
Wang, 2013]. Subpixel information also
facilitates calculations of radiant flux
over the retrieved fire area.

Model simulations of smoke transport
rely on meteorological inputs to drive
several processes, including advection,
subsidence, and diffusion. The
complication with smoke plumes arises
with processes that occur beneath the
scale of the model grid, which may be
forced by local-scale convection or
driven by processes that are not
included in the model simulation, such

as smoke plume buoyancy, smoke self-lofting, and entrainment [Kahn et al., 2007; Val Martin et al., 2012].
Therefore, by using two years of data in the boreal forest, the goals of this investigation are to (1) incorporate
MISR plume height observations to quantitatively determine which MODIS-derived fire products contain
information about these subgrid-scale processes and (2) highlight the advantages and disadvantages of each
variable for characterizing high-altitude injections. Subsequent sections of this paper describe the MISR
smoke plume height data and the available fire products, including the additional information provided by
the MODIS subpixel retrieval. Results highlight relationships between plume height observations and several
fire variables, which are subsequently used to examine the general characteristics and probability of
occurrence for high-altitude injection events. A detailed analysis of the meteorological component of the
injection height problem will be examined in a future study.

2. Study Region, Methodology, and Data

While the fire season is fairly short, typically falling between May and September [Skinner et al., 1999; Stocks
et al., 2002; Fauria and Johnson, 2006], the North American boreal forest is an ideal region of study due to
the potential for very large, intense fire events. Previous research has also shown that boreal fire events
occasionally result in large-scale smoke transport, which may reach the continental United States [e.g.,
Sapkota et al., 2005;Duck et al., 2007] or Europe [e.g., Forster et al., 2001]. The current study focuses on the core
of the western boreal forest in Alaska and western Canada (Figure 1), extending from 80° to 170°W longitude
and from 50° to 75°N latitude (boundaries based on Ichoku et al. [2008] and Peterson et al. [2010]). Within this
region, the fire seasons of 2004 and 2005 (1 May to 30 September) were two of the three largest in the 73 year
observational record [Kasischke et al., 2002] and provide all 1028 MISR smoke plumes used in this study. While
MISR only observes a fire once in every 8 days at the equator, the coverage in the boreal regions can be as
frequent as once every 2 days, thereby providing a larger quantity of available data.

2.1. MISR Smoke Plume Heights

All smoke plume height information in this study is obtained from the MISR sensor aboard the Terra satellite.
MISR provides multiangle radiance imagery from a set of nine push-broom cameras, allowing the retrieval of
buoyant smoke plumes and other aerosol layer heights above ground level, along with motion vectors via
stereoscopic methods [Moroney et al., 2002; Muller et al., 2002]. MISR plume height data are provided at
±275m vertical accuracy, with a horizontal resolution of 1.1 km [Kahn et al., 2007, 2008]. Individual smoke
plumes and smoke clouds have been retrieved for several geographic regions during ~2001 and 2009 using
the MISR Interactive Explorer (MINX), whereby a MINX user digitizes the source, boundaries, and smoke
plume transport direction [Nelson et al., 2013] (http://misr.jpl.nasa.gov/getData/accessData/MisrMinxPlumes).

Figure 1. Map highlighting the boreal study region, extending from 80°W
to 170°W longitude and from 50°N to 75°N latitude. Symbol type and color
indicate the locations and smoke injection heights for the 1028 MISR
smoke plumes observed during the fire seasons of 2004 and 2005. Green
shading indicates the general region occupied by the boreal forest (mixed
forest types), and brown contours indicate variations in topography
starting at 1000 m, with a contour interval of 500 m.
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The output for each individual MISR data point, located within a digitized smoke plume or smoke cloud,
includes smoke heights, wind speeds, albedos, and aerosol properties. A smoke plume is defined as being
connected to an explicit source of Terra MODIS (MOD14) fire pixels, whereas a smoke cloud is not. Therefore,
this study only incorporates smoke plume (not smoke cloud) observations with a data quality flag of “good.”

The MISR plume height data are limited by potential bias and errors inherent in the digitizing process as well
as the exclusion of pyroconvection events [e.g., Val Martin et al., 2010]. The Aqua satellite does not have a
MISR sensor; thus, only MODIS fire data obtained from the Terra satellite are applicable. In addition, the Terra
daytime overpass, occurring in the late morning or early afternoon local time, does not coincide with the late
afternoonmaximum of observed fire intensity [e.g., Ichoku et al., 2008]. MISR plume height data are also not a
true tomography because thick smoke is opaque to the sensor. As a result, the height captured by the sensor
is the topmost extent of smoke, less the thickness at which the accumulated extinction is sufficient to trigger
detection by MISR. While additional smoke plume information is available from spaceborne lidar systems,
such as CALIOP, these data are better suited for horizontally extensive, but optically thin, smoke layers located
in downwind regions [e.g., Kahn et al., 2008]. Therefore, despite several limitations, MISR data are the best
available option for investigating smoke plume heights near the source.

The MISR plume product provides height information for every retrieved pixel in the plume, but two
definitions for the entire plume boundary are also available: (1) median plume height and (2) maximum
plume height. Both definitions are based on fitting a plane to all MISR observations within a given plume
boundary, then removing all points more than 1.5 standard deviations from the plane. The maximum height
definition is then set as the maximum height value that remains, and the median height definition is simply
the median value of the remaining point heights [e.g., Kahn et al., 2008; Val Martin et al., 2010; Nelson et al.,
2013]. All MISR plume heights are provided as the height above sea level [Kahn et al., 2008] and therefore
must be corrected a priori for the terrain in the boreal study region (Figure 1). In this study, the maximum
height definition is used because it provides an approximate upper bound on the near-source lifting
associated with subgrid-scale processes. If maximum height can be successfully predicted, the problem of
the distribution of smoke below the maximum height must still be solved, but it can be modeled using
observations from CALIOP or other lidar systems [e.g., Wang et al., 2013].

Due to the collocation of MISR and MODIS aboard the Terra satellite, this study is able to provide detailed
comparisons between maximum smoke plume height and fire observations. MISR’s narrow swath (360 km)
[Diner et al., 1998] is located in the center of the larger MODIS swath (2340 km) [Giglio, 2010]. Therefore, the
size of each MODIS fire pixel used in this study is very close to 1 km. The MISR plume output does include
limited information from the MODIS fire product, such as the total MODIS FRPp, but a pixel-matching
algorithm is required to obtain the individual MODIS fire pixels that are located within each MISR plume
boundary. This study includes a buffer of 400 m around the MISR plume boundary, and all MODIS fire pixels
within the buffer are assumed to be contributors to the MISR smoke plume dynamics. With many of the
plumes ranging from ~20 to 80 km in length, it is possible that the smoke in downwind regions was emitted a
few hours before the Terra overpass. However, this early morning period also coincides with the daily
minimum in fire activity [e.g., Ichoku et al., 2008]. Therefore, the fire characteristics during the late morning
Terra overpass (~11 A.M. local time) are likely related to the highest observed smoke within the
plume boundary.

2.2. MODIS Fire Radiative Power and the Subpixel Retrieval

The current MODIS FRPp calculation (MOD14, collection 5) employs a best fit equation for a wide variety of fire
simulations and is calculated for all fire pixels (top-of-atmosphere) using only the 4μm channel:

FRPp ¼ 4:34� 10�19 T84 � T84b
� �

Ap (1)

where T4b is the background (or nonfire region) brightness temperature (in K), T4 is the brightness
temperature of the fire pixel, and Ap is the area of the pixel [Kaufman et al., 1998; Giglio, 2010].

In contrast, the calculation of FRPf is dependent on retrieved subpixel fire area and temperature, which is
accomplished via a modified bispectral approach that uses lookup tables to account for the atmospheric
profile (standard midlatitude summer) and variations in Earth-satellite geometry [Peterson et al., 2013a;
Peterson and Wang, 2013]. All bispectral methodologies take advantage of the spectral contrast between a
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pixel containing a subpixel fire hot spot and the surrounding area (assumed to be uniform) in the middle
infrared (MIR, 4μm) and thermal infrared (TIR, 11μm) channels [e.g., Dozier, 1981; Prins and Menzel, 1992]. By
assuming the 4μm background emissivity is 0.95 [Peterson and Wang, 2013] and the emissivity of the fire is
equal to 1 [e.g., Giglio and Kendall, 2001], the MODIS subpixel retrieval implements a multistep, iterative
process [e.g., Shephard and Kennelly, 2003; Peterson et al., 2013a] to identify the fire area and temperature that
produce the best fit in the observed 4 and 11μm radiances for each MODIS fire pixel in any given scene. With
this information, FRPf can be directly calculated (units of megawatts, above the mean background) via the
Stefan-Boltzmann relationship in the 4μm channel:

FRPf ¼ σ T4f � T44b
� �

Af (2)

where σ is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant (5.6704 × 10�8Wm�2 K�4), Tf is the retrieved kinetic fire
temperature at the surface (not the pixel temperature), Af is the retrieved fire area, and T4b is the 4μm
background brightness temperature, which can be used as an approximation of surface kinetic background
temperature because the effects from variations in surface emissivity and atmospheric column water vapor
amount are minor at low 4μm brightness temperatures [Peterson and Wang, 2013]. While the FRPf and FRPp
output is strongly correlated [Peterson et al., 2013a], the subpixel information required for the FRPf calculation
provides additional information that is currently not included in the MODIS FRPp product.

Over the past two decades, several studies have highlighted a variety of variables that may produce errors in
the retrieved subpixel fire area and temperature. These include band-to-band point-spread function (PSF)
coregistration issues, improper selection of background temperature and atmospheric transmittance, varying
subpixel proportions and locations of flaming, smoldering, and unburned areas, and the variation of surface
emissivity between the MIR and TIR [e.g., Giglio and Kendall, 2001; Shephard and Kennelly, 2003; Giglio and
Justice, 2003]. As a result, clustering techniques are typically implemented to reduce the potential for these
somewhat random errors via averaging [e.g., Zhukov et al., 2006; Wooster et al., 2003; Peterson et al., 2013a].
For example, the individual (pixel-level) retrieved fire area and FRPf can be summed to obtain the area and
FRPf for an entire fire event [Peterson et al., 2013a], defined by the MISR plume boundaries. As an alternative
approach, a single retrieval can be run on the fire pixel cluster using the mean geometry values, mean pixel
temperatures, and mean background temperatures [e.g., Zhukov et al., 2006; Val Martin et al., 2012].

Fire pixel clustering also allows the mean FRPf flux of each fire event to be directly calculated by

FRPf Flux ¼
∑
n

i¼1
FRPfi

∑
n

i¼1
Afi

(3)

where the output is provided in units of Wm�2 per fire pixel cluster (using the summation method). In
contrast to the FRPp flux, which can only be calculated by using total pixel area in the denominator, the FRPf
flux calculation provides an estimation of the rate of energy release over the fire area itself. Therefore, FRPf
flux is more closely related to the thermal buoyancy of the smoke plume [Lavoue et al., 2000; Kahn et al.,
2007]. However, when considering several potential sources of error, Peterson and Wang [2013] show that
FRPf flux is highly sensitive to 11μm background temperature errors. This limitation suggests that the
accuracy of FRPf flux will increase for larger and more intense (higher FRPf) fire events, where the 11μm fire
signal, defined by the brightness temperature difference between the flaming/smoldering and background
regions (Δ11), is very large (explained in the following section).

2.3. Constraints on the Usefulness of Subpixel-Retrieved Values

By adding an additional channel at 11μm, theMODIS subpixel retrieval can provide additional information, in
the form of fire area and temperature. However, the use of an additional channel also creates additional
uncertainty in the outputs. As the first large-scale application of the MODIS subpixel algorithm, this study is
able to identify and filter situations where including the 11μm channel is not advantageous. For example,
Figures 2a–2c highlight the individual fire pixels and pixel clusters with very low Δ11 values (red triangles,
lowest ~20% of data). The weak 11μm fire signal produces nonphysical results, in the form of very high
retrieved fire temperatures and small retrieved fire areas, which correspond to some of the lowest FRPf values
(Figure 2, contours) and affect the accuracy of the FRPf flux calculation. There are also individual fire pixels
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(~10% of data) where the subpixel retrieval is rendered impossible due to a MODIS background brightness
temperature that is warmer than the fire pixel (negative Δ11) [Peterson et al., 2013a; Peterson and Wang, 2013].
These cases result from the multiple detection pathways in the MODIS MOD14 fire product, where emphasis is
placed on the 4μmchannel and pixels can be flagged as fire pixels even if theirΔ11 is negative [Giglio et al., 2003].
At the cluster level, the Δ11 remains negative for 14 fire clusters (Figure 2b, brown circles), which are therefore
excluded from the single retrieval method (Figure 2c). In addition, the majority of the pixel clusters with a fire
temperature greater than 900K contain fewer than 10 fire pixels, which likely increases the uncertainty in the
subpixel output in these cases. Therefore, whether at the pixel or cluster level, low Δ11 values are detrimental to
the retrieved subpixel data and must be filtered from the data set.

Figure 2. Subpixel fire area and temperature for the (a, d) pixel-level retrieval, (b, e) clustering summation method, and (c, f)
clustering single retrieval method. Red triangles in Figures 2a–2c indicate where the Δ11 is below 1.5K, corresponding to the
lowest ~20% of the observed values. Large brown circles in Figure 2b indicatewhere theΔ11 remains negative after clustering.
All red and brown data points are excluded in Figures 2d–2f. Contours indicate FRPf values for a background temperature of
300K, with dotted black, dash-dotted blue, and dashed green, respectively, indicating values of 0–99MW, 100–999MW,
and> 1000MW. While fire area is displayed using a log scale, the R values reflect the linear regression.
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Figures 2a–2c show that the lowest 20%
of the observed Δ11 (red triangles)
corresponds to a threshold of ~1.5K,
which forms the basis for an 11μm filter
at both the pixel and cluster levels. Any
fire pixel cluster (MISR plume) with a Δ11
below 1.5K is immediately removed from
the data set, and the remaining pixel
clusters are subsequently scrutinized to
remove all individual pixels with a Δ11
below 1.5K. This filtered data set
(Figures 2d–2f) excludes 29% of the
individual fire pixels and 21% of the pixel
clusters (MISR smoke plumes), leaving
807 MISR plumes where the MODIS
subpixel output is useable. The filtered
data set also reduces the fraction of
plumes with a mean fire temperature
above 900K from 8.4% to 1.2%. While
flaming and smoldering are currently
unseparated, the majority of the
fire pixels/clusters dominated by
smoldering will have a much weaker fire
signal than the flaming dominated fires.
Therefore, many of these cases will be
excluded by filtering, and the remaining
subpixel output will be weighted toward
fire pixels/clusters with a large flaming
component.

Before applying the 11μm filter, the
retrieved fire temperature and area are
strongly anticorrelated at the pixel level

(R= �0.45), and remain anticorrelated after clustering via the single retrieval (R= �0.22) or summation
methods (R= �0.14). The application of the 11μm filter causes the fire area and temperature output to
become more independent, especially when using the summation clustering method (R= �0.06, Figure 2e).
Retrieved fire area and temperature become more independent after clustering because both
methodologies reduce the additional pixel-level uncertainty produced by the indirect effects described in the
previous section, such as the unknown location of the individual subpixel flaming regions relative to the
center of the pixel (peak in the PSF) [e.g., Peterson et al., 2013a]. Therefore, both the 11μm filter and pixel
clustering steps are essential for any application of the MODIS subpixel retrieval. While filtering and clustering
reduce the sample size, the large and intense fire events likely remain in the data set, which will be examined
in greater detail in the following sections. For consistency, the majority of the analysis using the standard
MODIS pixel-level data will also incorporate the 11μm filtered data set (807 MISR plumes).

3. Distribution of High- and Low-Altitude Injections

While smoke at different vertical levels will experience different atmospheric processes, this study defines
simplified thresholds of plume height where smoke is expected to be (1) clear of BL processes and (2) likely to
experience differences in advection, even in coarse-resolution atmospheric simulations. As shown in
Figure 3a, the 1028 available MISR smoke plumes have a mean height of 1.4 km, median of 1.3 km, and a
range of 0.3–5.0 km, with only 81 (8%) of the plumes reaching an altitude greater than 2.5 km (Table 1). While
few in number, these high-altitude plumes are the most likely candidates for injecting smoke into the free
troposphere and producing large-scale smoke transport. Therefore, 2.5 km is used as the fixed definition of
high-altitude injections in this study (Figure 3a, red dashed line).

Figure 3. Histograms showing the (a) distribution of the MISR maximum
plume heights and the (b) difference between maximum plume and
NARR BL height using the bulk data set. Dashed red lines in Figures 3a and
3b respectively indicate the fixed 2.5 km and dynamic BL500 injection
thresholds. Blue and green shading respectively indicate plumes with
injection heights below and above each threshold, corresponding to the
statistical summary in Table 1. The solid orange line in Figure 3b indicates
where the plume height is equal to the NARR BL height.
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In contrast, many modeling applications define high-altitude injections based on the height of the dynamic
BL [e.g., Val Martin et al., 2010, 2012]. For comparison with earlier work, this study also incorporates BL height
data provided by the North American Regional Reanalysis (NARR), which blends a variety of observational
data into Eta model output containing 45 vertical layers across the North American continent with ~32 km
grid spacing every 3 h [Ebisuzaki, 2004; Mesinger et al., 2006]. The NARR BL heights are calculated using the
Noah Land Surface Model run by the National Centers for Environmental Prediction. While several cold
season processes may affect the accuracy of these BL data, the only known issue with the relevant warm
season data is a relatively small warm bias in surface temperature, likely caused by underestimated
evapotranspiration, especially in forested regions [Ek et al., 2003].

By subtracting the NARR BL height from the MISR plume heights, Figure 3b shows that the majority of MISR
smoke plumes reach an altitude that is just below the NARR BL (Figure 3b, solid orange line). This peak in the
histogram is expected because the majority of smoke plumes have inadequate buoyancy to penetrate the
stable layer located at the top of the BL [e.g., Kahn et al., 2007, 2008]. In addition, the distribution shown in
Figure 3b suggests that the NARR is capable of representing the atmospheric stability profile within the study
region, despite variations in local topography and a relatively coarse spatial resolution (~32 km). Following
Kahn et al. [2008] and Val Martin et al. [2012], a smoke plume is assumed to have a high confidence of injection
into the free troposphere when it has surpassed the NARR BL height plus an additional 500 m (BL500; Figure 3b,
red dashed line). The BL500 threshold results in 221 (21%) of the 1028 MISR smoke plumes being injected into the
free troposphere (Table 1), with maximum plume heights recorded as high as 2 km above the BL (Figure 3b).
Previous studies, using coarser-resolution BL data (e.g., 2° latitude × 2.5° longitude), have shown that 4–48% of
smoke plumes are injected above the BL, depending on plume height definition, BL definition, and the region of
study [e.g., Kahn et al., 2008; Val Martin et al., 2012]. Therefore, the percentage of high-altitude injections in this
boreal sample falls within the expected range. While not displayed in Figure 3, the distributions of high-altitude
injections using the 11μm filtered data set are very similar (Table 1).

From a spatial perspective, 644 (63%) of the MISR smoke plume observations are located in the boreal forest
of central Alaska (west of 141°W longitude, Table 1), which is primarily a result of the synoptic and mesoscale
meteorological conditions during the fire seasons 2004 and 2005 [e.g., Peterson et al., 2010]. Of these plumes,
96 (15%) are injected above the BL500 threshold (Figure 1, blue triangles) and 49 (8%) are injected above the
2.5 km threshold (Figure 1, red diamond). When considering the remaining 384 plumes located in western
Canada, 125 (33%) are injected above the BL500 threshold and 32 (8%) are injected above the 2.5 km
threshold. The 11μm filtered data set produces a similar spatial distribution for both thresholds (Table 1).
Therefore, while the percentage of injections above 2.5 km is nearly constant across the study region, western
Canada contains a slightly higher percentage of injections above the BL500 threshold. This may simply be a
result of variations inherent in the digitizing process of the smoke plume data [e.g., Val Martin et al., 2010]
but may also be related to the complex meteorological conditions in the lee of the Canadian Rocky
Mountains [e.g., Peterson et al., 2010]. For the remaining results in this paper, the Alaska and Canada regions
aremerged into a single study region (Figure 1) because they experience similar fire characteristics during the
typical boreal fire season [Ichoku et al., 2008]. Any potential effects from regional variations in meteorology
will be examined in a future study.

Table 1. Plume Injection Statistics Based on Threshold, Data Set, and Region

Injection
Threshold

Bulk Data Set 11μm Filtered Data Set

Above Below Total Above Below Total

All Smoke Plumes (Entire Study Region, Figure 1)

2.5 km 81 (8%) 947 (92%) 1028 75 (9%) 732 (91%) 807
NARR BL +500m 221 (21%) 807 (79%) 1028 196 (24%) 611 (76%) 807

Alaska Smoke Plumes (West of �141° Latitude)

2.5 km 49 (8%) 595 (92%) 644 47 (9%) 464 (91%) 511
NARR BL +500m 96 (15%) 548 (85%) 644 89 (17%) 422 (83%) 511

Canada Smoke Plumes (East of �141° Latitude)

2.5 km 32 (8%) 352 (92%) 384 28 (9%) 268 (91%) 296
NARR BL +500m 125 (33%) 259 (67%) 384 107 (36%) 189 (64%) 296
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4. Signal of Plume Height in MODIS Fire Observations

As described in previous sections, the individual MODIS fire pixels within the MISR plume boundary are
merged into a single pixel cluster. The single retrieval clustering method has been incorporated in several
earlier studies [e.g., Zhukov et al., 2005, 2006; Val Martin et al., 2012] but requires a strict definition of a pixel
cluster, usually based on contiguous fire pixels (or convective cores) from a single fire front. In contrast, the
summation method allows the clustering criteria to be changed as needed, which is more advantageous for
modeling applications covering multiple fires or multiple convective cores from the same fire front [Peterson
et al., 2013a]. Both clustering methodologies produce similar results for the subpixel retrieval (Figure 2).
Therefore, in the following sections, the summation method is used to facilitate comparisons between MISR
plume height and MODIS fire data, both at the pixel and subpixel levels.

4.1. Standard MODIS Pixel-Level Outputs

The standard MODIS fire product (MOD14) provides the number of fire pixels (or fire counts) and pixel-based
FRPp data (equation (1)) [Giglio, 2010], which can be examined in several ways in the context of fire pixel
clusters (or smoke plume observations). By incorporating the bulk data set (N= 1028), Figure 4a shows that
the number of MODIS fire counts increases for increasing plume heights. The 327 plumes that fail to
surpass 1 km are typically associated with fewer than 5 fire pixels, while the 32 plumes above 3 km have a
fire count median (mean) of 10 (15). A similar increasing relationship is observed with the total FRPp data
(Figure 4b), with lower altitude smoke plumes corresponding to FRPp values of less than 500MW, and
higher-altitude plumes occasionally corresponding to FRPp values greater than 3000MW. Similar results
were obtained by Val Martin et al. [2010] for smoke plume height data across all of North America.
However, regardless of study region, considerable scatter is found within the FRPp data, especially when

Figure 4. Distributions of the pixel-level MOD14 fire products versus MISRmaximum plume height (bulk data set, N=1028)
using the (a) total fire counts, (b) total FRPp, (c), mean FRPp, and (d) FRPp flux. The boxes are bounded by the 25th and 75th
percentiles, with the median indicated as a line bisecting each box. The whiskers indicate the 10th and 90th percentiles of
the data, and the mean values are displayed as a solid curve connecting each box. The corresponding number of data
points is included at the top of each boxplot.
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the smoke plume is above 3 km (Figure 4b). As an
alternative approach, the mean FRPp can be
calculated per plume (Figure 4c), which removes
some of the scatter shown in Figure 4b.

When using MOD14 FRPp data, a direct calculation
of radiant heat flux is only possible when dividing by
the total pixel area of the cluster (Figure 4d). In this
sample, the majority of MODIS fire pixels are very
close to 1 km2 (described in section 2.1); thus, the
FRPp flux is nearly identical to the mean FRPp. While
the FRPp flux and mean FRPp clearly display an
increasing relationship with plume height
observations, these variables have limited value
because their magnitude is much lower than what is
expected for a typical fire event. The only alternative
is to use an assumption such as the FRPp × 10
approach employed by Val Martin et al. [2012],
which is based on fire radiative energy comprising
about 10% of the total fire heat energy [e.g.,Wooster
et al., 2005]. However, this assumption was not
successful at predicting high-altitude smoke
injections [Val Martin et al., 2012], and therefore,
FRPp flux and mean FRPp data provide little
advantage over the total FRPp.

Both the bulk and filtered data sets show that MODIS
fire counts and FRPp have some separability between
smoke plumes that are injected above and below the
BL500 and 2.5 km thresholds. For example, Figure 5a
displays the distributions of the smoke plumes
injected above and below the BL500 and 2.5 km
thresholds (filtered data set, N=807) based on the
corresponding values of total FRPp and fire counts. The
distribution of FRPp values is similar for plumes
trapped below both thresholds, with a median (mean)
of about 300MW (450MW). In contrast, the median
and mean FRPp values are about 600MW higher for
the plumes injected above 2.5 km compared to the
plumes injected above the BL500. The smoke plumes
above 2.5 km also have much more variability in FRPp
(range> 6000MW) compared to their counterparts
located above the BL500 (range ~3500MW). This
results in a slightly larger separability in FRPp for
plumes above and below 2.5 km. Regardless of
injection threshold, similar results are obtained for the

total fire counts, confirming that high-altitude plumes are generally associated with larger and more intense
fire events than the low-altitude plumes. This general relationship between plume height and the standard
MODIS fire product outputs is the primary motivation for using satellite observations of fire activity to
characterize smoke plume height. However, additional information is required to explore the potential value
for smoke modeling applications.

In Figures 6a and 6b, the total number of injections (Itotal), including the number of injections above (Iabove)
and below (Ibelow) the BL500 and 2.5 km thresholds, is stratified in terms of increasing fire counts and FRPp. The
probability of injection above the BL500 and 2.5 km thresholds (Pabove) is then calculated (Pabove = Iabove/Itotal)
at each level of fire counts and FRPp. For convenience, the corresponding Itotal values are provided on the

Figure 5. Distributions of the smoke plumes injected
above and below the BL500 and 2.5 km thresholds
(filtered data set, N=807) based on the corresponding
values (red or blue) of (a) total FRPp and fire counts, (b)
subpixel-retrieved Atot and Tmean, and (c) total FRPf and
FRPf flux. The boxes are bounded by the 25th and 75th
percentiles, with the median indicated as a bar bisecting
each box. The whiskers indicate the 10th and 90th per-
centiles of the data, and the mean values are displayed as
red or blue triangles. The number of data points in each
boxplot is included at the top of Figures 5a–5c.
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second y axis, allowing the variations in the both the number distribution and probability of injection to be
examined in great detail. As the number of fire counts increases from 0 (no limit) to more than 30, the
probability of injection above the BL500 (solid red) increases from 21% to 50% (Figure 6a). The probability
of injection above 2.5 km (dashed blue) also increases with increasing fire counts but remains below 30%,
even for the largest counts. In contrast, the probability of injection above both thresholds increases rapidly

Figure 6. Probability of injection above 2.5 km (dashed blue) and the BL500 (solid red) as a function of (a) increasing fire counts, (b) total FRPp, (c) Atot, (d) Tmean,
(e) total FRPf, and (f ) FRPf flux. The corresponding number of data points is provided on the second y axis (based on the filtered data set, N=807).
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for increasing values of FRPp (Figure 6b), and the mean FRPp and FRPp flux yield similar results (not shown).
The probability of injection above the BL500 exceeds 60% for FRPp values greater than ~2500MW,
suggesting that smoke can be placed into the free troposphere with greater confidence in these cases.
However, the FRPp probability curves also correspond to exponential decrease in the number of data
points. As a result, a probability of injection above the BL500 of more than 60% corresponds to only ~5% of
the data set.

With several high-altitude injections linked to lower FRPp values (e.g., below 2500MW), the standard
MODIS fire product has a limited ability to characterize high-altitude injections and should only be
used when the total FRPp is greater than ~800MW (15–20% of the data set), corresponding to at least a
50% probability of injection. All results are based solely on near-nadir fire pixels (~1 km), suggesting
that injection uncertainty will increase by including fire pixels near the scan edge, which can reach sizes of
8–10 km [e.g., Giglio, 2010; Peterson et al., 2013a]. Without subpixel information, the FRPp data are also
unable to accurately represent smoke plume buoyancy. The next section examines whether retrievals of
instantaneous fire size and temperature can be used to extract additional plume height signal from the
MODIS fire data.

4.2. MODIS Subpixel Output

Previous studies [e.g., Val Martin et al., 2012] using MODIS fire data found little or no relationship between
subpixel output and plume height mainly because of the complications and uncertainties that result from
using the 11μm channel in the retrieval. As a result, MODIS subpixel output has not been used in smoke
modeling studies to date. However, after applying the 11μm filter to this sample, the retrieved subpixel fire
areas and temperatures show a distinct relationship with plume height (Figures 7a and 7b). In comparison to
Figure 4 (bulk data set, N=1028), the 11μm filter removes several of the lower altitude injections, including
48% of the injections below 0.5 km, but the majority (> 90%) of the injections above 2.5 km remain in the
data set (N= 807).

In the filtered data set, smoke plume heights below 1.5 km generally correspond to retrieved total fire areas
(over the fire pixel cluster, Atot) less than 0.15 km2 and mean retrieved fire temperatures (Tmean) less than
625 K (Figures 7a and 7b). In contrast, smoke plumes injected above 2.5 km generally correspond to a
retrieved Tmean of 600–700 K and a larger range in Atot, occasionally exceeding 0.2–0.5 km2. The retrieved
Tmean increases with increasing plume height until ~2 km. Above this injection threshold, the median and
mean of the Tmean remain nearly constant around 650 K. The majority of these plumes have surpassed the
stable layer at the top of the BL and typically correspond to more than 8–10 fire pixels (Figure 4a), where the
uncertainty in the subpixel output is reduced by averaging [e.g., Peterson et al., 2013a; Peterson and Wang,
2013]. Therefore, a large fire pixel cluster with a Tmean exceeding 650 K is a likely candidate for a high-altitude
injection and large-scale smoke transport.

Smoke plume height comparisons using the subpixel-based FRPf (equation (2) and Figure 7c) yield similar
results to the FRPp (equation (1) and Figure 4b), which is expected based on the output of earlier studies [e.g.,
Peterson et al., 2013a; Peterson and Wang, 2013]. However, the retrieved subpixel fire properties facilitate a
direct calculation of fire-size based radiant flux (equation (3)), which also shows a relationship with plume
height (Figure 7d). In contrast to the FRPp flux (Figure 4d), the magnitude of the FRPf flux is much more
reasonable for the large fire events in this sample, with smoke plumes below 1.5 km generally corresponding
to FRPf flux values below 10 kW/m2 (median of 5–7 kW/m2) and smoke plumes above 2.5 km corresponding
to a median (mean) FRPf flux value of 9–10 kW/m2 (10–12 kW/m2).

In previous studies, radiant heat flux estimates were based on amount of fuel combusted, rate of fuel
combustion, model simulations, or direct field measurements. Val Martin et al. [2012] recently employed
several of these techniques and calculated mean heat flux values of 10–48 kW/m2 for fires burning in
forested regions across North America. Similarly, Freitas et al. [2006] compiled a literature survey for
radiant flux values obtained in Brazil and found that fires in tropical forest typically fall between 30 and
80 kW/m2, while grassland/savanna fires have a range of 3–23 kW/m2. The FRPf flux values in Figure 7d
(boreal forest) are directly calculated from the MODIS subpixel fire data and fall at the lower end of the
distribution computed by earlier studies, with a general range of 5–15 kW/m2. Direct ground validations
do not exist for this data set, but the calculated values are expected to be lower than many of the field
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measurements due to the Terra overpass occurring well before the daily maximum in observed fire
activity [e.g., Ichoku et al., 2008]. Additionally, if the 4 μm emissivity averaged over the burning region
(flaming + smoldering) is less than unity, it may contribute to the discrepancy between retrieved and
measured heat flux values.

Similar to the standard MODIS fire product output (Figure 5a), the distributions of retrieved Atot and Tmean

(Figure 5b), as well as the resulting calculations of FRPf and FRPf flux (Figure 5c), display separability between
smoke plumes that are injected above and below the BL500 and 2.5 km injection thresholds. While the
median (and mean) Tmean is nearly identical for smoke plumes injected above each threshold, the median
Atot, and the range of retrieved Atot values, is larger for plumes above the 2.5 km threshold. As shown in
Figures 5b, 5c, and 7, the distributions of Atot and Tmean are also clearly manifested in the calculations of FRPf
and FRPf flux. The FRPf calculation (per pixel) is highly dependent on the retrieved fire area, while the cluster’s
FRPf flux is more dependent on retrieved fire temperature, which can be explained by the relative weight of
each variable (Af and Tf ) in equations (2) and (3). The FRPf flux calculation is basically an area weighting of the
pixel-level Tf components in the cluster, which is especially important for mesoscale models. The majority of
model grid boxes may cover several fires and therefore require some calculation of average energy over the
total fire area to generate initial plume buoyancy and estimate high-altitude injection potential.

By employing the same methodology used to produce Figures 6a and 6b, the probability of injection above
the 2.5 km and BL500 thresholds can be calculated for the subpixel outputs. Regardless of threshold, the
probability of injection increases rapidly for increasing values of Atot and FRPf (Figures 6c and 6e), which is

Figure 7. Distributions of the MODIS subpixel fire data versus MISR maximum plume height using the (a) Atot, (b)
Tmean, (c) total FRPf, and (d) FRPf flux. The boxes are bounded by the 25th and 75th percentiles, with the median
indicated as a line bisecting each box. The whiskers indicate the 10th and 90th percentiles of the data, and the mean
values are displayed as a solid curve connecting each box. The corresponding number of data points is included at
the top of each boxplot, with the values in parentheses indicating the percentage of data remaining after applying
the 11 μm filter.
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similar to the FRPp results (Figure 6b). The probability of BL500 injection generally exceeds 60% when Atot is
greater than ~0.4 km2 and FRPf is greater than 2500MW; the probability of 2.5 km injection exceeds 30–40%
for those cases. While the BL500 injection probability increases for increasing values of Tmean and FRPf flux,
exceeding 40%when Tmean is greater than 725 K and the FRPf flux is greater than 10 kW/m2, the probability of
2.5 km injection is not sensitive to these retrieved values (Figures 6d and 6f). Tmean and FRPf flux are the
primary drivers of smoke plume buoyancy, which is critical for overcoming stable layers, such as the top of
the BL. This may explain why there is a relatively large injection signal using the dynamic BL500 threshold in
Figures 6d and 6f. In contrast, the fixed 2.5 km threshold is not dependent on atmospheric stability structure,
which may explain the weak injection signal using Tmean and FRPf flux.

When Tmean exceeds 800 K (Figure 6d), the BL500 probability curve becomes somewhat erratic, suggesting that
the Δ11 threshold of 1.5 K may not be high enough to remove all of the erroneously high retrieved fire
temperatures. This effect is not present in the Atot and FRPf results (Figures 6c and 6e) because a low Δ11
produces an erroneously small retrieved fire area. Similar to the pixel-level results, the highest probability of
injection (e.g.,> 50%) for all subpixel outputs is limited to a small percentage of the data set (e.g., 5–18%), but
many high-altitude injections occur with lower values. Therefore, while variations in viewing geometry are
considered in the subpixel retrieval, FRPf flux has limited value for characterizing high-altitude injections. The
following section provides a detailed examination of selected large fire clusters, to shed light on the interaction
of the different retrieved fire properties for estimating smoke plume behavior.

5. Examination of Plumes From Selected Large Fire Clusters

While the MODIS pixel and subpixel level results display some relationship to injection height in the bulk
and 11 μm filtered data sets, the potential utility of these products becomes more apparent when
investigating individual smoke plumes. Figure 8 and Table 2 display the results for four injection cases:
(#1) low FRPp and low injection, (#2) high FRPp and high injection, (#3) low FRPp and high injection, and
(#4) high FRPp and low injection. Cases #1–#4 are selected from the 73 largest fire pixel clusters, which
contain at least 20 fire pixels, where the probability of injection above the BL500 is ~45% (Figure 6a) and
random sources of error in the subpixel retrieval should be reduced by averaging [e.g., Peterson and
Wang, 2013]. While the 11 μm filter reduces the cluster sizes by 8–35%, at least 13 fire pixels are still
available for each case (Table 2).

The mean and median FRPp values over all 73 large clusters (smoke plumes) are about 3000MW and serve as
a threshold for separating low and high FRPp cases. The cases with both a low FRP (< 3000MW) and a low-
altitude injection comprise 38% of this selection. In case #1 (Figure 8a), the total FRPp is 954MW and the FRPf
flux is 8.8 kW/m2, both of which fall near the middle of the observed range for each variable and respectively
correspond to an ~50% and 37% probability of injection above the BL500 (Figures 6b and 6f). The retrieved
Atot (0.1 km

2) and Tmean (647 K) are also fairly low (Table 2), with similar probabilities of injection above the
BL500. While a moderate probability of injection (40–50%) exists for this large pixel cluster, it is very close to
the 45% overall probability of injection for fire pixel clusters of that size (Figure 6a). In addition, case #1 does
not contain any individual pixels with a high FRPp (e.g., > 150MW) or a high retrieved fire temperature (e.g.,
> 800 K), and the valid pixels (after application of the Δ11μm filter) are not concentrated around a single
point. Therefore, the maximum plume height failed to surpass the height of the BL and large-scale smoke
transport did not occur.

Conversely, in case #2 (Figure 8b), the total FRPp is 5793MW, which falls near the maximum of the observed
range, and respectively corresponds to an ~60% and 90% probability of injection above the 2.5 km and BL500
thresholds (Figure 6b). The FRPf flux is 11.4 kW/m2, which falls near the middle of the observed range, and
corresponds to a 40% probability of injection above the BL500 (Figure 6f). While the Tmean (643 K) is fairly
modest, the retrieved Atot of more than 0.5 km2 is enormous (Table 2). Case #2 also has a highly concentrated
cluster of fire pixels, withmany of the individual FRPp values exceeding 150MWand only two pixels removed by
the Δ11μm filter. In this case, smoke was lofted to 4.84 km and transported a great distance, despite having a
modest Tmean and FRPf flux. Case #2 is a classic large fire event where the standard FRPp and possibly Atot
information are the only predictors required for placing smoke above the BL with great confidence. These high
FRPp (> 3000MW) and high-altitude injection cases comprise 26% of the subset used in this analysis.
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Figure 8. (left) Map and (right) corresponding MISR imagery for individual plume (a–d) cases #1–#4. Solid black contour in each map indicates the approximate
smoke plume boundary derived from both the MISR digitalization process and the MISR-MODIS matching algorithm used in this study. Plot symbols and color
indicate the locations and characteristics of each MODIS fire pixel within the MISR plume boundary. Shading in each MISR image indicates variations in smoke height
across the plume, and yellow arrows indicate the approximate smoke transport direction. Additional details are provided in Table 2.
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Several of the fire events (17%) are a hybrid of cases #1 and #2 (low FRPp and high injection), requiring a
detailed examination of both the pixel and subpixel fire data to properly estimate injection potential. For
example, case #3 (Figure 8c) has a modest total FRPp (2424MW) for a large cluster, corresponding to a 60%
and 40% probability of injection above the BL500 and 2.5 km thresholds (Figure 6b). With reduced
confidence for a high-altitude injection using the standard pixel-level data, the subpixel output becomes
critically important. In case #3, the retrieved Atot is fairly small (0.17 km2), but the Tmean (663 K) and FRPf flux
(14.6 kW/m2) are higher than case #2 (Table 2). Therefore, despite a smaller fire area, case #3 has the
potential to generate enough buoyancy for a high-altitude injection. From a spatial perspective, the
individual fire pixels are generally less concentrated than those in case #2, and 6 (25%) of the 24 fire pixels
are removed by the 11 μm filter. However, the pixels with the highest FRPp values and retrieved fire
temperatures above 800 K are concentrated in the northeast corner of the plume base. This spatial
concentration, combined with elevated Tmean and FRPf flux, is the key predictor indicating localized
plume buoyancy sufficient to inject smoke to 2.48 km, surpassing the BL500 by 1.47 km, and reaching just
below the fixed 2.5 km threshold.

While the subpixel data provide added value for assessing injection potential in cases #2 and #3, there are still
several situations (19%) when plume behavior does not match expectations based on the fire observations. Case
#4 (Figure 8d) has a large total FRPp (3517MW), corresponding to a 40% and 65% probability of injection above
the 2.5 km and BL500 thresholds (Figure 6b). The retrieved Atot,Tmean, and FRPf flux are also very high (Table 2), and
the individual fire pixels are highly concentrated, with several high FRPp values (Figure 8d). The combination of a
large total FRPp, elevated values of all subpixel outputs, and a concentrated cluster of pixels, suggests that case #4
is a perfect candidate for a high-altitude injection. However, the plume failed to penetrate the BL. Case #4 was
located in close proximity to the Fairbanks, Alaska radiosonde station (70261 PAFA, http://weather.uwyo.edu/
upperair/sounding.html), which reveals that a very strong early morning inversion (~11°C at 12 Z) was present at
the top of the BL and did not significantly erode by the time of the Terra overpass (21:41 Z). Therefore, even
though the fire was large and intense, it could not overcome a strong stable layer. Case #4 clearly shows that
MODIS pixel and subpixel-based fire data are not a complete solution for characterizing injection potential for
every fire event because improved fire observations are only one component of the injection problem. As shown
in several studies [e.g., Kahn et al., 2007; Val Martin et al., 2010], meteorological information, especially the
atmospheric stability profile, must also be considered.

6. Summary and Conclusions

By incorporating MISR smoke plume height data, this study has quantitatively examined the strengths and
weaknesses of several MODIS-derived fire products for characterizing smoke injection heights and initial
smoke plume buoyancy in the boreal forest of North America. Emphasis is equally placed on the standard
pixel-level fire products and retrieved subpixel information, including fire area, temperature, and radiant flux.
Both fixed and dynamic thresholds are incorporated to identify high-altitude injections. For the region and
time period of this study, 8% of the 1028 MISR smoke plumes are injected above 2.5 km and 21% are injected
above the BL500.

Similar to earlier studies [e.g., Val Martin et al., 2010], this study has identified a general increasing relationship
between the standard pixel-level MODIS fire data (near-nadir pixels) and MISR smoke plume heights. Smoke
plumes injected above the 2.5 km and BL500 thresholds are generally associated with a larger number of fire
pixels and higher FRPp values. The probability of injection above the BL500 exceeds 45% for fire events with at
least 20 fire pixels and 60% for FRPp values greater than ~2500MW, suggesting that smoke can be placed into

Table 2. Fire and Smoke Plume Characteristics for the Four Cases Displayed in Figure 8

N Pixels Plume Height BL Height Plume-BL FRPp N Pixels Atot Tmean FRPf Flux

All Max (km) (km) Height (km) (MW) 11μm Filter (km2) (K) (kW/m2)

#1, low FRPp, low injection (Figure 8a) 20 0.88 0.95 �0.07 953.9 13 0.09 646.9 8.82
#2, high FRPp, high injection (Figure 8b) 24 4.84 1.81 3.03 5792.7 22 0.54 642.7 11.44
#3, low FRPp, high injection (Figure 8c) 24 2.48 1.01 1.47 2424.2 18 0.17 663.3 14.62
#4, high FRPp, low injection (Figure 8d) 22 1.58 1.62 �0.04 3516.7 17 0.25 702.4 14.36
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the free troposphere with greater confidence in these cases. However, these data represent a small portion
(5%) of the data set, and high-altitude injections do occur in cases where the probability of injection based on
FRPp is much lower. Standard MODIS FRPp data also lack information on subpixel fire properties and are
therefore less directly related to smoke plume buoyancy.

For the first time, this study has identified a relationship between MODIS subpixel-based fire data and smoke
plume heights. However, retrieved fire area and temperature are strongly anticorrelated at the individual
pixel level, meaning they are not independent. This anticorrelation can be reduced by applying a filter to
remove cases with a weak 11μm signal (low Δ11). After clustering these filtered data, the anticorrelation
disappears entirely, indicating that fire size and temperature can be independently retrieved. With these
steps, retrieved fire size and temperature each show a coherent relationship to plume behavior, and all
subpixel outputs have different distributions for smoke plumes that are injected above and below the
BL500 and 2.5 km injection thresholds. The probability of injection above the BL500 increases for increasing
values of Atot, Tmean, and FRPf flux, but the 2.5 km probability curve responds primarily to changes in Atot.
While the subpixel results suggest that Tmean and FRPf flux may be useful for estimating smoke plume
buoyancy, these data have similar limitations to the FRPp data, where the highest probability of injection
(e.g., 50%) is limited to a small percentage of the data set (e.g., 5–18%), and many high-altitude injections
occur with lower values.

An investigation of several individual smoke plumes has shown the importance of using the standard pixel-
level fire data in combination with the subpixel outputs. Results clearly show that a large total FRPp and Atot
(e.g., case #2) is likely to produce a high-altitude injection, even with modest values of Tmean and FRPf flux. In
addition, case #3 shows that subpixel information may be useful for identifying injection potential for
lower FRPp events. Results from all four individual plumes suggest that the spatial properties of the fire line
within the MISR plume boundary may affect injection potential. Therefore, isolating the fire pixels that are
primary contributors to the lofting of smoke may yield some improvement in satellite-based predictors of
plume behavior.

The individual cases were selected because they are associated with larger numbers (>20) of fire pixels,
which is necessary to reduce noise in the subpixel retrieval. However, in cases where the total FRPp is low and
the number of associated fire pixels is small, the only option is to use the climatological probability of
injection for the entire data set (8% and 21% for the 2.5 km and BL500 thresholds). Over the next decade, the
recently launched (2011) Visible Infrared Imager Radiometer Suite (VIIRS), aboard the Suomi National Polar-
Orbiting Partnership mission, will gradually replace the aging MODIS sensor. VIIRS has similar fire detection
capabilities at a higher spatial resolution [e.g., Hillger et al., 2013; Schroederet al., 2014; Csiszar et al., 2014] and
therefore may improve the accuracy of satellite fire products, because of both a stronger subpixel fire signal
and a larger number of available pixels to reduce noise.

While the results in this study highlight the potential utility of several fire products for improving injection
height estimates, future studies must combine these satellite data with meteorological information, both
within and outside the boreal forest. As shown by individual plume case #4 and several earlier studies [e.g.,
Kahn et al., 2007; Val Martin et al., 2010, 2012], atmospheric stability information is critically important. The
effects on satellite fire observations resulting from changes in fire weather conditions must also be
considered [e.g., Peterson et al., 2013b]. Therefore, smoke transport modeling applications will require some
combination of both fire properties and weather information to estimate smoke injection heights with
improved accuracy.
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